Rewrite each word list in alphabetical order.

1. knight, crumb, knock, climb
   ___________________,  ___________________,  ___________________,  ___________________

2. dishonest, aisle, gnaw, doubt
   ___________________,  ___________________,  ___________________,  ___________________

3. wrong, whole, written, often
   ___________________,  ___________________,  ___________________,  ___________________

4. raspberry, sword, sign, rewind
   ___________________,  ___________________,  ___________________,  ___________________

5. knowledge, unknown, thumb, island
   ___________________,  ___________________,  ___________________,  ___________________
ANSWER KEY

Alphabetical Order

Rewrite each word list in alphabetical order.

1. knight, crumb, knock, climb
   climb, crumb, knight, knock

2. dishonest, aisle, gnaw, doubt
   aisle, dishonest, doubt, gnaw

3. wrong, whole, written, often
   often, whole, written, wrong

4. raspberry, sword, sign, rewind
   raspberry, rewind, sign, sword

5. knowledge, unknown, thumb, island
   island, knowledge, thumb, unknown